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Future Water Challenges
Drivers of Change
The three Cs
Context
Communication
Consensus
Working at scale – Communities to Cities

We are truly global. From more than
90 offices worldwide our 13,000 planners,
designers, engineers and consultants deliver
innovative projects around the globe.

13,000 people in more than 90 offices around the world

World Economic Forum 2015
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Drivers of Change: identifying key trends

Drivers of Change is Arup’s horizon
scanning programme, which identifies
and communicates key trends likely to
impact the built environment and society

Taking a holistic view of the future..

Water: Drivers of Change

Population growth
Urbanisation

Water access
Too much water / Too little water

Climate Change and Water Adaptation

Historically, the rate of global water consumption has doubled every
20yrs — which is double the rate of population growth. If population and
consumption trajectories continue, 1.8bn people will be living in water
scarce regions by 2025. —Population Institute (July 2010)

c James Cridland

how much water will 9bn people need?
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The global population reached 7bn in 2011 and is
projected to reach 9bn by 2050. Growth is driven by
increasing life expectancy and a rise in the number
of women surviving to reproductive age, particularly
in developing Africa and Asia. Sub-Saharan
Africa — which accounted for 10% of the world’s
population in 2000 — will host 17% of the world’s
population by 2050. By 2050 , the population of
every country in East-, Southeast-, South- and
Central Asia (excl. Japan and Kazakhstan) will
grow substantially, with numbers nearly doubling
in Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh, Afghanistan,
Cambodia, and Laos.
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As populations expand, demand for water will
increase dramatically. This will be driven primarily
by a growing demand for food —which is expected
to increase by 70% by 2050 — and associated
agricultural water use, expected to increase
by at least 19% by 2050. A growth in overall
consumption will lead to more water use in the
manufacturing and production sectors. Consumer
spending in India, for example, is expected to
expand from US$991bn in 2010 to US$3.6tr by
2020.
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Fig 1: Global water demand: Baseline scenario 2000
and2050
[OECD, 2012]
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Brazil is ‘blessed’ with 1/8 of the world’s freshwater, but its natural disaster
monitoring service estimates that Sao Paulo’s main reservoir could run dry
within the next year. The water utility has already lowered pressure in
the system to reduce flow. —New York Times Online (16 February 2015)

c Anton Bawab

is your city too thirsty?
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The percentage of the global population living
in urban areas is expected to reach 66% by
2050. A review of the world’s developing regions
reveals that Africa and Asia are the two regions
suffering most from lack of urban water supply and
sanitation. Major concerns include over-exploitation
and pollution of water sources. According to The
Times of India, 22 out of 32 major Indian cities
deal with daily water shortages. This is driven by a
steady increase in demand, inefficiencies in transfer
and use, and persistent water pollution. Inadequate
infrastructure — such as lack of wastewater
treatment and drainage facilities — can lead to
pollution of ground- and surface water supplies.
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Fig 1: Urban population 2050
[UNICEF, 2012]

In addition to a shortage of reliable water supplies,
the street surfaces of many cities continue to be
highly impermeable to water. As a consequence,
stormwater management has become a high
priority to prevent floods and sewer overflows.
Investment in green infrastructure — such as
bioswales which use vegetation at street level and
subterranean storage to soak up storm water —is
leading to more sustainable forms of urban water
management.

Urban Agglomeration
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Fig 1.1: Largest cities under water stress
[Global Enviromental Change, 2014]
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According to a study by the Energy Saving Trust, consumers in the UK could
collectively save US$318.5M a year, if every household reduced their daily
shower time by just one minute. —Energy Saving Trust, At Home With Water Report(2013)

c Thomas Berg

how much water do you waste?
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water consciousness

Growing water scarcity increases the need for
more efficient water consumption. This starts with
consciousness at the individual and community
level. World Water Day spread the word about
water conservation to more than 700M people in
2014 alone. Water use efficiency can be achieved
through better education, behaviour change and
technical efficiency. For example, the average
American family could save 60,000 litres a year by
installing low-flow toilets, or save 1.3M litres a year
by not eating beef. Some corporations are helping
to elevate consciousness regarding water use as
well; Unilever, for example, has pledged to halve the
water associated with using their products by 2020.
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In 2012 Americans consumed 1053bn m3 of water
whereas China and India consumed 1207bn m3
and 1182bn m3 respectively. Fuelled by population
growth and a rise in middle- and upper-class
consumption, developing countries will also
see increasing pressure on their static (or even
shrinking) water supplies.
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Fig 1: Annual water withdrawals per person
by country
[Seametrics, 2012]
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Fig 1.2: Impact of water withdrawal by 2025
[Seametrics, 2012]
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According to an article by Peter Brabeck-Letmathe, former CEO of Nestle,
growth in global desalination between 2010-2030 could cover as
much as 5% of the estimated gap between freshwater withdrawals and
sustainable supply. —Nestlé, Water Challenge Blog (19 February 2014)

c U.S. Embassy Tel Aviv

are there untapped sources of freshwater?
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Fig 1: Top ten countries by total installed desalination
capacity since 2003

technological

Desalination enables the conversion of salt water
to fresh water. Between 2001 and 2011, industrial
desalination capacity expanded by 276%. As of
2013, there were 17,277 commissioned desalination
plants in the world with a total capacity of 80.9M
m³/day. Countries leading the way in capacity are
Saudi Arabia, UAE, Spain, Kuwait and Algeria. In
Israel, nearly 25% of the water supply comes from
desalination. The practice is highly energy intensive,
but as salt water is seen as a limitless resource —
and with many urban centres facing water shortfalls
located on coastlines — the technology continues
to gain traction.

[DesalData, 2012]

In areas of Chile and Peru with limited rainfall and
water infrastructure, fog-harvesting technology
is being developed and adopted. A team at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
developed a mesh fog net in 2013 which can
capture 12l/m2. In cities, the creation of blue roofs
and the building of integrated water capture
systems are resulting in the use of under-utilised
physical assets for water creation. Hundreds of
schools across Israel, for example, collect enough
rainwater during the rainy season to meet 1/3 of
their water demands for the entire year.
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FreshWater

Pretreatment
Debrine
Fig 2: Reverse osmosis method of desalination
[New Sky 24, 2015]
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Between 2013 and 2014, Toyota North America reduced its freshwater
usage by 16.6M gallons (63M litres) at the South Paint Shop of its
TMMC facility. —Toyota Environment Report (2014)

c Land Rover MENA

can our systems function without water?
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technological

Increasingly, though, companies are looking to
minimise water use in their design and production
processes to limit their dependency and exposure
to water-based financial risks. In 2013, Kia Motors’
total water consumption at the Hwasung, Sohari
and Gwangju plants decreased by 305M litres
from the previous year (down 30% since 2003).
Similarly, Cascade Tissue Group, based in Canada,
employs a range of state-of-the-art water reuse
technologies, enabling the company to use one-fifth
of the industry average. This approach saves 2.6bn
gallons annually, reducing the company’s operating
costs by US$20M.
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From cars to computers, soap to soft drinks, most
products require water at some stage in their
manufacture and distribution. One pair of jeans, for
instance, requires about 12,000 litres of water for
growing, dyeing and washing the required cotton,
even before the product reaches the consumer. The
manufacture of one ton of steel can require up to
340,000 litres. Assembling the average smartphone
requires 1,000 litres; as of 2013 there were more
than 1.4bn smartphones produced globally. On the
whole, industry accounts for roughly 20% of the
total freshwater withdrawals across the globe.
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Fig 1: Ford’s global water use per vehicle produced
[Ford, 2014]
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A standard western toilet has historically used up to 30 litres of water per
flush, whereas a high-efficiency toilet can use as little as 4 litres, or 86%
less water, per flush. —Southern Nevada Water Authority (2015)

© Lisa Picard

how much unused water are you payingfor?
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Weather-based irrigation controllers (WBICs) can
automatically adjust water volume and timing
in response to changing weather conditions.
Residential users can save an estimated 60,000
litres of water per year using this technology. At
agricultural scale, researchers at the University
of Georgia have developed a GPS-based system
which enables farmers to accurately target irrigation
through geo-spatial data and sensor networks,
thus reducing water consumption by as much as
15%. At the urban scale, IBM and Veolia have
announced a strategic partnership to use software
and analytics for the integration, analysis and
optimisation of all data related to water use in
municipalities.
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In Hyderabad, India, up to 40% of the water in the
city is wasted every day. In many countries, 17%
is seen as the “admissible rate of water loss” and
system inefficiency. According to a 2014 UN Water
report, if efficiency does not improve, worldwide
water demand will outstrip supply by 40% by 2030.
Increasing water usage efficiency is critical to
effectively managing water supplies.

water

usage efficiency

Fig 1: Average water used for daily activities
[Anglian Water, 2014]
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After a successful 3-year trial, the government of Perth, Australia, is scaling
up a water recycling program to supply 7bn litres of water per year. In the
coming decades, it will be able to supply 20% of Perth’s drinking water.
—Government of Western Australia (1 August 2013).

c European Commission DG ECHO

do you drink recycled water?
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water

water reuse and recycling

NEWater is a high-grade, drinkable water produced
by passing waste-water though membrane
purification and UV disinfection. In 2014, Singapore
met 30% of its total water needs through NEWater,
with a target of expanding this to 55% by 2060. In
January 2015, Bill Gates publicly drank a glass of
water filtered at a local sewage facility. The sewage
sludge had been converted to drinking water by
the OmniProcessor, a technology that the Gates
Foundation hopes will provide clean, safe water in
the developing world. Reuse and recycling fall below
avoidance and reduction in the hierarchy of water
management strategies, but can help make the most
of a limited supply.
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New filtration, recycling and treatment technologies
will continue to increase the amount of wastewater
available for both industrial processes and human
consumption. Global markets for wastewater
recycling and reuse technologies grew from US$6.7bn
in 2009 to US$9.5bn in 2012 and are forecast to reach
US$23.4bn by 2017. Greywater recycling — collecting
used water from sinks, showers and baths, and
cleaning it for use in toilets, washing machines, and
landscaping — has the potential to reduce freshwater
usage by 50% at a building level.
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Water Conservation (Urban)

Fig 1: Trends in water supply sources, San Diego, CA
[San Diego County Water Authority, 2011]
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is your city prepared for the impacts of
climate change?

In 2013, the Rockefeller Foundation pledged US$100M to enable at least
100 cities around the world to hire resilience officers to improve response
to climate change and other shocks. —Philanthropy News Digest, Thirteen New
Commitments Announced at 2013 Clinton Global Initiative Meeting (2013)

c Graeme Bunton, Sara Bunton, Peel
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Fig 1: National flood insurance programme debt post
Hurricane Katrina
[White House Federal Budget and Congressional Research
Service, 2013]
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Given that extreme weather events are likely to increase
in both frequency and severity, many governments and
municipalities are developing strategies to prepare for
the future, both in terms of mitigation and adaptation. In
the wake of Hurricane Sandy, the Mayor of New York
City outlined a US$20bn plan to protect the city from
rising sea levels and powerful storm surges. Adaptation
measures included building an extensive network of
flood walls, levees and bulkheads along the cities
shoreline. The City of Chicago is investing in permeable
pavement and enlarging the size of its street tree wells
to significantly increase stormwater absorption.
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Billions of
dollars

The UN estimates that between 2000-2013, direct
losses from disasters globally were roughly US$2.5tn.
Climate change increases the frequency and intensity of
extreme weather events. Responding to and preparing
for extreme weather patterns incurs both economic and
societal costs. The charity Oxfam recently reported that
between 2009 and 2014, approximately $490bn was
spent on climate-related disasters on a global scale.
A 2014 UNEP report on the state of climate change
adaptation found that the global cost of adaptation is
likely to be US$250-500bn by 2050, two to three times
higher than original estimates by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).
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Fig 2: 48-hour hurricane relief vs 2012 Federal budgets
[White House Federal Budget and Congressional Research
Service, 2013]
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what happens if the rains stop coming?

A protracted drought in Australia has had significant impacts on the
country’s economy. There are forecast falls of 8.2% in wheat production,
17% in canola production, and 11.4% in cotton production. —Sydney Morning
Herald (4 March 2014).

c Global Water Partnership
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Fig 1: Fatalities from natural disasters in Asia,
1900–2013
[Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters, 2013]
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The US has recently experienced its most severe
drought conditions in decades; at the peak of
2012, 81% of the US was under abnormally
dry conditions, causing an estimated US$30bn
in damages. California experienced the worst
regional drought in 1,200 years from 20122014, with devastating ecological and economic
consequences for the region, specifically in the
agricultural sector. As of July 2014, the drought was
expected to cost the state US$2.2bn for the year
and result in the loss of 17,000 jobs.
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People in
millions

Precipitation in the form of rain is the main source
of freshwater for humans and natural ecosystems.
However, geographic and temporal rainfall patterns
are shifting in unpredictable ways, in many cases
leading to protracted droughts and shortages of
freshwater. In India, there have been “statistically
significant decreases in peak-season precipitation
over the core monsoon region” causing significant
shortages to regional water supplies, and affecting
agricultural and economic production.
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should we fight over water?

According to UN Water, in 2014, roughly 1.2bn people — or
approximately 1/5 of the world’s population — were living in areas of
physical water scarcity. —United Nations Water (24 December 2014)

© Siegfried Modola/IRIN
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Fig 1: Water stress by country
[World Research Institute, 2013]
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Water stress and competing interests for limited
resources often lead to political turmoil at regional,
national or even international levels. Ethiopia’s
Renaissance Dam project, for example, has
angered Egyptian authorities, who claim it will limit
their water supply, with some asserting a 25%
reduction in farmland. Additionally, land grabs in
water-secure nations seem to be on the rise, as atrisk countries aim to secure their food supply.

Ratio of withdrawals
to supply

political

According to the European Environment Agency,
“water stress occurs when the demand for water
exceeds the available amount during a certain
period.” At a national level, this is often measured
using Falkenmark’s Water Stress Index (WSI), which
divides the volume of available water for each
country by its population. A country is considered
to be “water stressed” if the average amount of
water available per inhabitant is less than 1,700m3,
“water scarce” if that amount is less than 1,000m3
and “absolutely scarce” below 500m3. Bank of
America Global Research predicts that 50% of the
world’s population will be living in “water stressed”
conditions by 2030.
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is water a human right?

The human right to safe drinking water and sanitation is derived from the
right to an adequate standard of living and inextricably related to the right
to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health. As well as
the right to life and human dignity. —UN Human Rights Council (2010)

c Global Water Partnership
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Fig 1: Proportion of population by access to drinking
water sources
[United Nations, 2012]
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In late 2010, a report by WHO/UNICEF Joint
Monitoring Programme for Water Supply and
Sanitation announced that 89% of the world’s
population used improved drinking water sources.
With close to 10% of the global population living
without safe drinking water and nearly 30% without
sanitation, there is work still to be done, and it
remains to be seen how local authorities, national
governments, and the international community will
rise to the challenge.
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The concept of water rights is evident in the ancient
text The Institute of Justinian, which states: “By the
law of nature these things are common to mankind:
the air, running water, the sea and consequently
the shore of the sea.” Countries such as India
have long viewed water as being outside the realm
of individual property rights. The beginnings of
European water law go back to the time of the
Romans. The Riparian Doctrine established that
the owner of property adjacent to a body of water
automatically acquires the right to use the water as
long as the quality and quantity of the downstream
water supply are not affected.
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Implementation: The three Cs
Context
Communication
Consensus

32

Context
Understanding the:
drivers
situation
benefits
value
33

Context: Water at a catchment level
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Integrated Water Management

Re-used
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Context: Benefits / system selection

Communication
Stakeholder mapping
Developing clear communication strategies
Listening
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Communication: sharing information
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Consensus
Identify shared interests
Managing conflicts
Building a shared outcome
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Integrated Water Management approach – outcomes
Optimised water solutions against objectives

Water efficient development
Green Infrastructure focus
Minimisation of water infrastructure upgrade
Cost savings

‘Project Pebble’ - Scalable Initiatives
Working with the community

Phase 1 – Home

Phase 2 – Street

Phase 3 – City

Specification and fit out /
retrofit homes

Water champions to
engage their community

Connecting the City
River initiatives

Levels of water fit-out
and awareness raising

Training of water
champions

Options for fit-out +
house & community
level green infrastructure
(rain gardens, green
streets, urban realm)

Gamification and
community competition

Consensus: ‘Project Pebble’ – initial outcomes
Working with the community
Water awareness messaging
Co-design solutions
40 homes retrofitted
Stormwater management solution identified
Impacts assessment underway

What is Arup doing?

Strategy: Water Re-use scale options

Developing the evidence base for action
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Accelerating Innovation
venturiportal.com
The Water Innovation Portal
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Papal Inauguration | 2005

Papal Inauguration | 2013

• A unique platform for creating a continuum of faster technology adoption.
• Designed to offer the market a new vehicle to speed up innovation adoption in the
water sector.
• Providing an end-to-end identification, evaluation and implementation scheme,
including pre-assessment, due diligence and piloting stages.
• Managed by industry experts from the supply chain and accredited third party
validators.

Needs

View potential clients’
needs

Solutions

View solutions that are
commercially
available or in
product development
stages

R&D

View research currently
being undertaken in
industry and academia

Future Water Challenges – Implementation
Understand the water context
Communicate

Bring stakeholders together
Share knowledge and expertise
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WATEF 2016: Water Frontiers: Strategies for 2020 and beyond
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